Case-Encapsulated Triboelectric Nanogenerator for Harvesting Energy from Reciprocating Sliding Motion
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ABSTRACT Reciprocating motion is a widely existing form of mechanical motion in natural environment. In this work we reported a case-encapsulated triboelectric nanogenerator (cTENG) based on sliding electrification to convert reciprocating motion into electric energy. Patterned with multiple sets of grating electrodes and lubricated with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) nanoparticles, the cTENG exported an average effective output power of 12.2 mW over 140 kΩ external load at a sliding velocity of 1 m/s, in corresponding to a power density of 1.36 W/m². The sliding motion can be induced by direct-applied forces as well as inertia forces, enabling the applicability of the cTENG in addressing ambient vibration motions that feature large amplitude and low frequency. The cTENG was demonstrated to effectively harvest energy from human body motions and wavy water surface, indicating promising prospects of the cTENG in applications such as portable and stand-alone self-powered electronics.
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Harnessing ambient mechanical energy is attracting a lot of attention due to the fast development of portable electronics and sensor networks.1,2 Mechanisms using piezoelectric,3–6 electrostatic7,8 or electromagnetic9,10 principles to harvest energy from random vibrations,11 wind flow,12 air pressure,13 or human body motions14 have been developed and applied as generators or self-powered sensors.13,15 Recently, the development of triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) offers a new paradigm for fabricating high-output and cost-effective generators for driving small electronics.16–19 Reciprocating motion is a very common mechanical motion that occurs in natural oscillations, motion of waves, swing of human limbs, and mechanical piston movements, etc. Features of these motions that include long reciprocating distance, low frequencies and amplitude or frequency fluctuations pose challenges for previously developed vibration-harvesters,11,20–23 which were only suited to low-amplitude and high-frequency excitations induced by inertia forces.

Here we report a compact case-encapsulated triboelectric nanogenerator (cTENG) that targets reciprocating motions driven by either direct or inertia forces. The cTENG relies on electrode pairs that have fine-grating patterns on cylindrical sliding surfaces to generate alternating current. Operating at a sliding velocity of 1 m/s over a sliding distance of 3.8 cm, a cTENG with an effective contact area of 90 cm² could generate an output charge of 12.7 μC in a single full slide, which corresponds to an average output DC current of as high as 0.35 mA. At the matched load of 140 kΩ, an average output power of 12.2 mW was achieved. We demonstrated the use of cTENG to harness oscillating motion from sources such as human and water wave motions as an indication of its potential in portable self-powered electronics and power generation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structural configuration of the cTENG is depicted in Figure 1 by using two concentric
cylinders that can slide one against the other. The basic principle of the cTENG relies on sliding triboelectrification at the interface. The case wrap applied tightly around the outer cylinder allows the two cylindrical structures to move in a coaxial 1-D motion relative to each other. Polyimide film (Kapton) was selected as an electrification material for generating triboelectric charges and also as the supporting substrate. The Kapton film was chosen as it possesses good electrification and tensile strength properties (see S1 from Supporting Information (SI) for details), leading to a high-performance in electricity generation and durability. On both sides of the Kapton film, copper stripes (width of 2 mm) were deposited with a linear pitch of 4 mm. The electrode patterns on different sides exhibited a linear shift of half pitch so that they are complementary to each other (Figure 1b, 1c). Two Kapton films having the same electrode patterns formed a pair of contact surfaces (Figure 1b). All copper stripes on the two contact surfaces were connected by bus electrodes to form a common inner electrode (IE), while those on back surfaces of the Kapton films constituted an outer electrode (OE) (Figure 1c). Spherical polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) nanoparticles were spread between the contact surfaces (Figure 1f) as lubricant to reduce friction and to further improve energy conversion efficiency (see details in S2 from SI). The two prepared Kapton films with electrodes were applied on the outer surface of a PMMA tube and the inner surface of a foam tube, respectively (Figure 1d). The fully assembled cTENG is shown in Figure 1e.

The electricity generation mechanism of the cTENG is illustrated in Figure 2. The outer tube slides relative to the inner tube, forming a reciprocating movement. As working mechanism of the cTENG, when Kapton and copper are brought into contact, the difference in triboelectric polarities (see table in S1 from SI) determines that electrons are injected from copper into Kapton (Figure 2a). The triboelectric charges are equivalent in amount but opposite in polarities. At the state shown in Figure 2a1, all triboelectric charges are balanced, producing no electric field in surrounding space provided that edge effect is ignored. Once sliding motion takes place, the aligned stripes start to mismatch. As a result, negative triboelectric charges on the surface of Kapton films become uncompensated, producing a dipole polarization along the direction of the displacement and thus a potential difference between the IE and the OE. If the two electrodes are electrically connected through an external circuit (Figure 2a1/C0), such a potential difference results in a flow of electrons from the OE to the IE, which screens the potential difference induced by the triboelectric charges (Figure 2a2). Consequently, a current from the IE to the OE is simultaneously generated. As the mismatch continues to expand because of sliding, more positive charges are transferred from the IE to the OE until the state shown in Figure 2a3 is reached. Further sliding motion beyond this state leads to a reverse flow of electrons between electrodes, which corresponds to a current with an opposite direction (Figure 2a4). Therefore, a sliding distance for a pitch period can generate a complete cycle of alternating current.

Employing a finite-element method (FEM) technique, a computer simulation of the open-circuit voltage (Voc) as a function of displacement is shown in Figure 2b, 2c (see Methods for detailed simulation description). The largest voltage between the IE and the OE appears when copper stripes on contact surfaces are in
complete alignment (Figure 2b1, 2b3, 2b5 and the continuous motion is shown in Video M1 from SI). Because of the mobility of electrons on copper, a small mismatch from aligned position would result in severe charge redistribution, resulting in a sharp shaped \( V_{oc} \) curve. The experimentally measured \( V_{oc} \) is presented in Figure 2d, which has a resembling but slightly different pattern compared to the simulated value in Figure 2c. This is probably due to minor off-alignment during fabrication and measurement, which is discussed in S3 from SI. The FEM simulation also reveals the charge-transferring process between electrodes, as presented in Figure 2e. Induced charges on one electrode exhibit a triangle-shaped pattern with respect to displacement. Again, the experimentally obtained data (Figure 2f) based on a time-integration of the short-circuit current \( I_{sc} \) (details presented in S4 from SI) are in good agreement with the simulation result.

To characterize the electric output of the cTENG, \( I_{sc} \) and \( V_{oc} \) were measured at different sliding velocities. Reciprocating motions were introduced by a velocity-controllable and programmable linear motor, which operated at a stroke of 35 mm. Velocities were programmed from 0.3 to 1.0 m/s, with an increment of 0.1 m/s. Accelerations were set at relatively high values to ensure sliding at a uniform velocity within most of the stroke. As shown in Figure 3a, the amplitude of the \( I_{sc} \) rises with increasing sliding velocities. Statistical values plotted in Figure 3b exhibit a linear relationship between the current amplitude and the sliding velocities. The maximum value of 668 \( \mu \)A is achieved at a sliding velocity of 1.0 m/s. Such linearity is anticipated because the larger velocity shortens the time \( \text{time} = \frac{l}{v} \) (where \( l \) refers to the sliding distance and \( v \) the velocity) of a single charge-transport process given that the amount of the transferrable induced charges between electrodes is constant. At the same time, the frequency of the output current is also linearly enhanced. On the other hand, the \( V_{oc} \) does not have an apparent dependence on the sliding velocity, as shown in Figure 3c, 3d. In Figure 3c, the \( V_{oc} \) densely switched between zero and maximum values, which corresponds to fully aligned and fully displaced positions, staggered. The maximum values only show a minor fluctuation of 110–130 V with a deviation of less than \( \pm 8.3\% \). This is because the \( V_{oc} \) is a function of displacement/position instead of the sliding velocity, which is revealed in the simulation results given in Figure 2c.

Figure 2. Working mechanism for cTENG and simulation results compared with measurement. (a) Certain area of the cross section is schematically shown, with inner electrodes (IE) and outer electrodes (OE) connected together respectively. Roman numerals are tagged to the electrode stripes to mark relative movement in (a₁)–(a₅). Red arrows indicate the direction of current. (b) Simulation results show a simplified model with 1 unit of stripe sliding over 3 units of stripe. (b₁)–(b₅) show potential distributions induced at critical positions. (c) Simulation results show electric potential difference between the IE and the OE during sliding under open circuit condition. (d) Measured electric potential difference between the IE and the OE over displacement under open circuit condition. (e) Simulation results show charge from one electrode transferred out and in during sliding under short circuit condition. (f) Partial charge curve integrated from measured current data.
For further characterization, accumulative induced charges delivered by the cTENG were measured using a bridge rectifier (Figure 4a). A series of load resistors were utilized for output power measurement (Figure 4b, 4c, 4d). A typical curve of the accumulated charges at a load resistance of 200 kΩ is presented in Figure 4a. Each step represents the total amount of output charges generated within a single stroke of sliding at a 1.0 m/s velocity. Consequently, the equivalent current (I_{eq}) in each stroke can be derived by fitting out the slope of a corresponding rising step (see red lines in Figure 4a). With different values of load...
response resistance, the equivalent current varies as shown in Figure 4c, in which larger load corresponds to lower equivalent current. Detailed shape of accumulated charge curve in one complete sliding via external load with span from 0 to 200 kΩ was organized into Figure 4b, in which several distinctive features can be observed. With larger external load, the curves end at lower charge levels. For each individual curve, the starting few steps and ending few steps show a smaller slope than the middle ones, meaning they are at lower instantaneous velocity because of the acceleration and deceleration of the linear motor. (One of the signs is the leveled part of the steps from the first and last are longer than the others.) As the slope reflects equivalent current, it is optimal to apply the cTENG on long stroke and large acceleration motions. The obtained equivalent current can be further used to calculate average output power ($P_{eq}$), which is equivalent to the Joule heating of the external load and, thus, is defined as $P_{eq} = I_{eq}^2 \times R_{load}$. Figure 4d reveals the output power as a function of the external load, which reaches a maximum value of 12.2 mW at a load of 140 kΩ, corresponding to a power density of 1.36 W/m².

To demonstrate the power-generating ability of cTENG, we apply the device to harvest energy from the wave motion of water and human motions. Reciprocating motions, including both periodical (vibration) and nonperiodical forms, widely exist in daily life. Examples include but are not limited to engine cylinders, damping systems, human body motions, and water waves caused by wind, etc. In the first demonstration, cTENG was connected to a float and held vertically over the water surface (Figure 5a, 5a1). When wave fronts passed over the float, the fluctuation of the water surface caused float to move up and down, triggering cTENG. Tens of green LEDs powered by the cTENG were lit up (Figure 5b, Video M2 (SI)). Such a demonstration shows potential applications of the cTENG in water (lake/river/marine) navigation fields for self-powered buoy lights, channel lights, underwater obstructions warning lights, etc.

The human body motion is another rich source of energy that can be harvested. By simply shaking cTENG, a series of parallel connected white bulbs were lit up (Figure 5c, 5d, 5e, Video M3 (SI)). The cTENG can be further attached to certain parts of the human body, such as hand, forearm, leg or even torso, with its encapsulated casing designed in such a way to permit relative motion in order to generate electricity during human movements due to jogging, jumping, etc.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, we demonstrated a novel style of TENG with an encapsulated cylindrical case that not only delivers a high output but also has several unique features. Grating designed Kapton/copper surface with PTFE particle lubricant ensures a high efficient output. An output current equivalent to a DC source of as high as 0.35 mA and an equivalent power 12.2 mW (corresponding power density 1.36 W/m²) were achieved during a sliding velocity of 1.0 m/s. The output increases with increasing velocities. Simulations to explain the working mechanism were offered, and detailed features of the charge transfer were studied using FEM. For demonstration, a float-connected cTENG generated enough power to light

---

**Figure 5.** cTENG in application of harvesting reciprocating energy. (a) cTENG was connected to a float to harvest wave energy. Schematic diagram is in (a1). (b) Green LEDs were lit when artificial wave passed by. cTENG tested in human body motion. White bulbs were driven off–on–off (c) before, (d) during, and (e) after cTENG was shaken by hand.
up multiple LED bulbs driven by energy of water waves. The cTENG was also applied to harvesting energy from human body motion. This work indicates cTENG as an effective power converter for self-powered electronics.

METHODS

Fabrication of cTENG. Two pieces of Kapton film (25 μm thick) with size 12 cm × 15 cm (longer one) and 12 cm × 7.5 cm (shorter one) were prepared and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. Two pieces of acrylic board (1.5 mm thick) with size 12 cm × 15 cm (longer one) and 12 cm × 7.5 cm (shorter one) were prepared by laser cutter. Hollow stripes with individual size 0.2 cm × 12 cm were brought on such acrylic boards by a laser cutter, arranged parallel in a linear pitch of 4 mm, spread over the available area of two boards. A perpendicular column across all the stripes at their middle point was also engraved. These pierced boards were used as masks for electrode deposition. Kapton films were covered with corresponding-sized acrylic mask on one side and were conducted with copper electrode deposition by physical vapor deposition facilities for the first time. Then same masks were used for the other surface of pretreated Kapton film with a linear shift of 2 mm before conducting with copper deposition. Acrylic cylinder rod with length 15 cm and diameter 3.81 cm was coated with thin layer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on the surface and was then wrapped with pretreated Kapton film (longer one) as inner part. PTFE particles (DuPont Teflon Non-Stick Dry-Film Lubricant) were spread onto the surface of this Kapton film. The other pretreated Kapton film (shorter one) was then wrapped over (but not stuck to) the inner part, followed by another layer of 0.3 cm thickness double-sided foam tape. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film with 75μm thickness was finally applied onto the outer surface of the foam tape as a support material to complete the casing structure. The outer part was able to move smoothly along the inner part in the manner of piston form. Metal wires were connected to electrode from each surface of the two Kapton films, with electrodes located between contacting surface of the inner electrode (IE), on the back sides of Kapton films set as outer electrode (OE).

Finite Element Analysis Method. Software “Comsol Multiphysics 4.2” was chosen for simulating the open circuit voltage. Model “Electrostatics” was chosen for simulating open-circuit voltage and short-circuit charge transfer. A charge density of 20 μC/m² was applied on the Kapton surface as an equivalent result of friction. To reduce the computing complexity, one unit of stripe sliding over 3 units of stripe was simulated. Simulation mainly focused on cross-section and was conducted in 2-dimensional model. To calculate charge, depth of the 2D model was set large enough to meet the actual working area. Width of electrodes and thickness of Kapton were assigned with actual value. Relative permittivity of Kapton was set as 3.4.
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